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OTHER COUNTRIES

“In a series of papers obtained by the Royal Commission of 1880 from different authorities on the Continent on the origin and development of Guilds in France, Belgium, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Germany, Austria, Norway, Sweden, Italy, Spain, Portugal, Russia, and Turkey, much valuable historical information is to be found” (Ebenezer Bain: “Merchant and Craft Guilds. A History of The Aberdeen Incorporated Trades” p. 13.)

THE GUILDS OF AUSTRIAN CITIES AND TOWNS

VIENNA

Guilds. There were Guilds of Stone Masons, Woodcarvers, Cabinet Makers, Brush Makers, and Toy Makers; Florists and Grave-diggers; Builders; Stool Makers; Stone Masons; Plasterers; Potters; Glaziers; Lacquerers; Small Builders; Cabinet Makers; Coach builders; Basket Makers; Shoemakers; Upholsterers; Millers; Bakers; Sugar Bakers; Milk & Cheese Workers; Mechanics; Photographers; Cosmetics; Massage; Butchers; Gardeners; Clockmakers.

1. Anon.

HANDWERKE UND GEWERBE IN WIEN.
Oesterreichischer Gewerbeverlag, Vienna, Austria 1949
THE GUILDS OF BELGIAN CITIES AND TOWNS

AALST
Guilds. There were Guilds of Butchers; and Brewers in Aalst.

AARSHOT
Guilds. There was a Guild of Weavers on Aarshot.

ANTWERP
Guilds. There were Guilds of Arquebusiers; Musicians; Carpenters; Brewers; Coopers; Archers; Crossbowmen; Grocers; Haberdashers; Mercers; Drapers; Tailors; Shoemakers & Tanners; Joiners or Carpenters; Painters; Peat Carriers; Coal Carriers; Old Crossbowmen; Young Crossbowmen; Great Calvary; Butchers; Bow-Marksmen; and Watermen in Antwerp.

BRUGES
Guilds. There were Guilds of Wheelwrights; Shoemakers; Waggoners; Coachbuilders; Tanners; Painters; Cobblers; Minstrels; Royal Archers; Coopers; Masons; Carpenters; Free-Porters or Stevedores; Weavers; Fishmongers; Candlemakers; Potters; Crossbow Archers; Masons; and Smiths in Bruges. There was also a Guild of Vintners in Bruges (Iain Smith of the London Vintners’ Company supplied a photograph of 10 guild banners, one of which was of the Vintners).

2. Schouteet, A.
INVENTARIS VAN HET ARCHIEF VAN HET VOORMALIGE GILD VAN DE LIBRARIËRS EN VAN DE VEREGENING VAN SCHOOLMEESTERS TE BRUGGE.
Bruges, Belium [    ];
[A catalogue of documents preserved in the Stadsarchief and the Rijksarchief at Bruges.]

BRUSSELS
Guilds. There were Guilds of Tallow Merchants; Joiners, Coopers, Carpenters, and Cabinet Makers; Archers; Boatmen or Bargees; Drapers, Haberdashers, Mercers and Shopkeepers; Bakers; Butchers; Brewers; Cutlers; Tailors; Millers; Carpenters and Cabinet Makers; Sculptors, Stone Cutters, Masons and Slaters; Belt Makers; Tailors; Painters; Bakers; Marksmen; Dyers; Girdlers; Boatmen; Grocers, Tallow Chandlers, Pewterers and Fishmongers; Shoemakers and Leather Dyers; Crossbowmen; and Goldsmiths in Brussels.

DENDERMONDE
Guilds. There was a Guild of Butchers in Dendermonde.

GHENT
Guilds. There were Guilds of Weavers; Boatmen; Clothworkers; Crossbowmen; Masons; Grain Measurers; Corn Chandlers; Free Boatmen; Goldsmiths; Grocers; Boatmen or Watermen; Butchers; Fullers; Archers; Cordwainers; Brewers; Tanners; and Cloth Measurers in Ghent.

GRONINGEN
3. [Anon]
HET GRONINGSCHE GILD- EN STAPELRECHT NA DE REDUCTIE IN 1594.
Groningen 1904; xi+447 pages.

4. [Anon]
HET GRONINGSCHE GILD- EN STAPELRECHT NA DE REDUCTIE IN 1594.
Groningen 1907;

HAARLEM
5. [Anon]
GESCHIEDKUNDIGE AANTEKENINGEN OVER HAARLEMSCHE Schilders...VOORAFGEGAAAN
DOOR EENE KORTE GESCHIEDENIS VAN HET Schilders- OF ST. LUCAS GILD ALDAAR.
Haarlem, Belgium 1866; viii+256 pages.

LOUVAIN
Guilds. There were Guilds of Clothworkers; and Archers in Louvain.

MALINES
Guilds. There were Guilds of Fishmongers; Swordsmen; and Crossbowmen in Malines.

NAMUR
Guilds. There was a Guild of Butchers in Namur.

VISE
Guilds. There were Guilds of Crossbowmen (1310); and Arquebusiers (1579) in Vise.

YPRES
Guilds. There were Guilds of Butchers; and Seamen (1629) in Ypres.

GENERAL
6. Lacroix, P. and F. Seré
HISTOIRE DE L’ ORFÉVRERIE - JOAILLERIE, ET DES ANCIENNES COMMUNAUTÉS ET
CONFRÉRIES D’ ORFÈVRES-JOAILLIERS DE LA FRANCE ET DE LA BELGIQUE.
1850;
[SofA Lib.]
THE GUILDS OF CHINESE CITIES AND TOWNS

HANKOW
Guilds. There was a Tea Gild.

NEWCHWANG
Guilds. There was a Great Gild of Newchwang.

NINGPO
Guilds. There was a Bankers’ Gild; and a Gold-beaters’ Gild; a Fishmongers’ Gild; a Timber Gild; an Opium Gild.

SHANGHAI
Guilds. There was a Tea Gild; a Silk Gild; a Bankers’ Gild; a Wheelbarrow Gild; a Servants’ Gild.

SOOCHOW
Guilds. There was a Goldbeaters’ Gild.

WENCHOW
Guilds. There was a Druggists’ Gild; a Fish-hook-makers’ Gild at Wenchow in the province of Chekiang composed solely of men from Foochow; a Needle-makers’ Gild solely of craftsmen from Taichow (in Chekiang) and from the province of Kiangsu; a Carpenters’ Gild; a Millers’ Gild; a Silkweavers’ and Dyers’Gild; a Blacksmiths’ Gild.

WUCHU
Guilds. There was a Gild of Commission Agents; a Bankers’ Gild; a Gild of Pawnbrokers; a Timber Gild; a Stationers’ Gild; an Opium Gild.

WUHU
Guilds. There was a Bankers’ Gild.

GENERAL
7. *Morse, Hosea Gallou
THE GILDS OF CHINA,
WITH AN ACCOUNT OF THE GILD MERCHANT OR CO-HONG OF CANTON.
Longmans Green, London 1909; ix+92 pages. Illustrated.
[BL: 08223.i.16.]

8. Morse, Hosea Gallou
THE GILDS OF CHINA,
WITH AN ACCOUNT OF THE GILD MERCHANT OR CO-HONG OF CANTON.
THE GUILDS OF DANISH CITIES AND TOWNS

COPENHAGEN

Guilds. There were Guilds of Tailors (1275); Goldsmiths (1429); Glove Makers (1460); Saddle Makers (1460); Haulage Contractors or Carmen (1478); Carpenters (1512); Butchers (1552); Cabinet Makers (1554); Glaziers (1622); House Painters (1622); Coppersmiths (1638); Bookbinders (1646); Coach Builders (1662); Furriers (1678); Bakers (1683); Sail Makers (1741); Stool Makers (1742); Watchmakers (1755); Chimney Sweeps (1778); Stucco Workers (1893); Electricity Workers (1898); Printers (1903); Chefs (1968)

HAANDVAERKFORENINGEN I KJOBENHAVN.
Hand & Vaerk, Copenhagen, Denmark June 1977;
THE GUILDS OF ESTONIAN CITIES AND TOWNS

TALINN

Guilds. There was a Great Guild (merchants); and Guilds of St Canute; Blackheads; and Oleviste in Talinn.
THE GUILDS OF FINNISH CITIES AND TOWNS

HELSINKI

Guilds. There was a Carpenters’ Guild and a Joiners Guild

10. Bäckshäcka, L
HELSINGFORS SNICKARE OCH SNICKARSKRÄ.
Finstet Museum 1953; Volume LX, pp. 73, 105.
[SofA Lib.]
[Carpenters and Joiners]
THE GUILDS OF FRENCH CITIES AND TOWNS

ABBEVILLE
Guilds. There was a Cordwainers’ Guild in Abbeville.

11. Bonnault M. le Vte
RÉCEPTION D’ OUVRIER CORDONNIER À ABBEVILLE EN 1687.
[SofA Lib.]
[Cordwainers]

ALLEVARD
Guilds. There was a Smiths’ Guild in Allevard.

12. [Anon]
LES ARCHIVES DE LA SOCIÉTÉ DES HAUTS FOURNEAUX ET FORGES D’ ALLEVARD.
[SofA Lib.]

ANGOU LêME
Guilds. There was an Apothecaries’ Guild in Angouleme.

13. Senémaud, E.
STATUTS DES APOTHECAIRES D’ ANGOULÊME EN 1597.
[SofA Lib.]
[Apothecaries]

DIJON
14. Grémaud, G.
UN BRONCARD DE CONFRÈRIE D’ EBÉNITRES DIJONNAIS.
Côte d’ Or, Comm. des Antiq. Mém. XXI, p. 183.
[SofA Lib.]

GIVORS
15. [Anon]
LES ARCHIVES DE LA SOCIÉTÉ DES HAUTS FOURNEAUX ET FONDERIES DE GIVORS.
Rev. d’ Hist. de la Sidérurgie V. I, Pt. 4, p. 68.
[SofA Lib.]

LAVAL
16. Beauluère, M. La
RECHERCHES SUR LES CORPORATIONS D’ ARTS ET MÉTIERS DU COMTÉ PAIRIE DE LAVAL,
AVANT 1789.
[SofA Lib.]

L’ AVEYRON
17. [Anon]
LES ARCHIVES DE LA COMPAGNIE DES HOUILIÈRES ET FONDERIES DE L’ AVEYRON.
PARIS

Guilds. There were Guilds of Bakers (630); Candle Makers (1061); Merchant Drapers (1188); Weavers; Clothiers; Grocers; Hosiers, Skinners and Hatters; Goldsmiths, Gold Beaters and Wire Drawers; and Vintners in Paris.

20. Flemestad, K. B.
[SoF A Lib.]

[SoF A Lib.]

22. Laverne, C.
[SoF A Lib.]

23. Post, G.
PARISIAN MASTERS AS A CORPORATION 1200-1246. Speculum 1934; p. 421.

PICARDY

24. Janvier, A.
[SoF A Lib.]

SAINT OMER

25. [Anon]
[SoF A Lib.]
26. Derville, A.
Ghildes, Carités, Confréries dans le Saint Omér Médiéval.
[SofA Lib.]

SAINT QUENTIN

**Guilds.** There was an Armourers’ Guild in Saint Quentin.

27. Gomart, C.
Notice sur la Fête de l’Arquelrese à Saint Quentin.
Soc. des Antiq. Picardie Mém. XIV, p. 373.
[SofA Lib.]
[Armourers]

SEMUR-EN-AUXOIS

**Guilds.** There WERE guilds of Butchers; and Drapers in Semur-en-Auxois.

28. Giesen, M. J.
Die Wappenscheibe der Ehrenhaftes und Loblichen Zunft der Schumacher zu Strassbourg, 1628.
Archives Herald-Suisses Bull. 1953; Volume 5, p. 53.
[SofA Lib.]

STRASSBOURG

**Guilds.** There was a Shoemakers’ Guild in Strassbourg.

29. *Mulholland, Sister Mary Ambrose
Early Gild Records of Toulouse.
[BL: 8288.i.3.]

TOULOUSE

29. Bourg, A. du
Les Corporations Ouvrières de la Ville de Toulouse du XIIIème au XVème Siècle.
Soc. Arch. du Midi; Mém. XIII, pp. 154, 257; XIV, p.52.
[SofA Lib.]

GENERAL

31. [Anon]
Les Plus Grandes Sociétés Métallurgiques Françaises en 1845.
[SofA Lib.]

32. Blanc, Hippolyte
Letouzey et Ané, Paris, France [1898]; 356 pages.
[GL: S 338/6]

33. Carvin, [ ]
Emblèmes de Corporations et de Confréries.
34. Lacroix, P. and F. Seré
HISTOIRE DE L’ ORFÉVRERIE - JOAILLERIE, ET DES ANCIENNES COMMUNAUTÉS ET
CONFRÉRIES D’ ORFÉVRES-JOAILLIERS DE LA FRANCE ET DE LA BELGIQUE.
1850;
[SofA Lib.]

35. Legge, T.
TRADE GUILD WINDOWS.
[SofA Lib.]

36. Sorin, H.
LES ANCIENNES CORPORATIONS D’ ARTS ET MÉTIERS ET LES SOCIÉTÉS TAISIBLES.
[SofA Lib.]

37. Sorin, H.
LES ANCIENNES CORPORATIONS D’ ARTS ET MÉTIERS EN CE QUI CONCERNE LEUR
PARTICIPATION AUX SERVICES PUBLICS ET AUX ÉVÉNEMENTS POLITIQUES.
[SofA Lib.]

38. Sorin, H.
LE COMPAGNONNAGE.
[SofA Lib.]

39. Vigne, F. de
MOEURS ET USAGES DES CORPORATIONS DE MÉTIERS.
[SofA Lib.]
THE GUILDS OF GERMAN CITIES AND TOWNS

AUGSBURG
40. Broadhead, P. J.
Historical Journal 1996; Volume 39, No 3, pp. 577-598.
[SofA Lib.]

BERLIN

Guilds. There were Guilds of Bookbinders, Carpenters or Joiners; Gunsmiths, Haberdashers and Locksmiths; Blacksmiths or Farriers; Millers; Tailors; Armourers; Weavers; Smiths; Soap Makers and Candle Makers; Miners; Wheelwrights; Wheel Makers; Coopers; Paviors, Butchers, Bakers and Tanners; Shoemakers; Clothworkers; Coopers, Turners, Basket Makers; Bladesmiths; Masons; Shipowners; Saddlers, Strappers, Upholsterers, and Rope Makers in Berlin.

41. Burg, Paul
DENKSCHRIFT ZUR 600 JAHRFEIER DER FLEISCHER-INNUNG DER KAISERLICHEN KÖNIGLICHEN HAUPT- UND RESIDENZSTADT BERLIN.
Berlin, Germany 1911; 55 pages. Illustrated.

42. Richter, Paul
GESCHICHTE DER BERLINER BUCHBINDER-INNUNG.
FESTSCHRIFT ZUR JUBELFEIER DES 300 JÄHRIGENBESTEHENS DER INNUNG.
Berlin, Germany 1895; 385 pages. Illustrated.

43. Zincke, W.
SECHSHUNDERT JAHRE GESCHICHTE DER BERLINER SCHNEIDER-GILDE UND IHRE ZEIT 1288-1888. EIN FESTSCHRIFT.
Berliner Schneider-Innung, Berlin, Germany 1888; xii+212 pages.

BREMEN

Guilds. There was a Merchants Guild, a Sanitation and Heating Technicians’ Guild, and a Guild of Shoemakers in Bremen.

44. Lindemann, M.
100 JAHRE INNUNG FÜR SANITÄR- UND HEITZUNGS- TECHNIK.
Bremen, Germany 1873; 34 pages.

COLOGNE

Guilds. There were Guilds of Hairdressers, Butchers, and Bookbinders in Cologne.

45. [Anon]
100 JAHRE FRISEUR-INNUNG KÖLN.
ENTWICKLUNGSGESVICHTE DES KÖLNER FRISEURHANDWERS ZUM 100 JÄHRIGEN BESTEHEN DER FRISEUR-INNUNG.
Cologne, Germany 1951; 27 pages. Illustrated.

46. [Anon]
75 JAHRE FLEISCHER-INNUNG KÖLN (1877-1952).
Cologne, Germany 1952; 8+239+53 pages.
47. Klersch, Josef; Krings, Emil
GESCHICHTE DES KÖLNER SCHNEIDERHANDWERKS.
HRSG. VON DER HERRENSCHNEIDER-INNUNG KÖLN.
Cologne, Germany 1951; 264 pages.

48. Groten, M.
DIE KÖLNER RICHERZECHE IM 12. JAHRHUNDERT.
(MIT EINER BÜRGERMEISTERLISTE)
Rheinische Vierteljahrsblätter 1984; 48, pp. 34-85.
[SofA Lib.]

49. Morgan, O.
NOTE ON A DOCUMENT WITH THE SEAL OF THE CITY OF COLOGNE AND THOSE OF TWENTY OF THE PRINCIPAL GUILDS OR CONFEDERATIONS OF TRADES, 1326.
Archaeological Inst. of Great Britain and Ireland.
Arch. Journal; Volume XI, p. 298.
[SofA Lib.]

DEUTZ
50. Herborn, W.
ZUNFTWESEN UND HANDWERK IM SCHATTEN EINER GROSstadt: DAS BEISPIEL DEUTZ.
Rheinische Vierteljahrsblätter 1981; 45.
[SofA Lib.]

DÜSSELDORF
51. [Anon]
DAS DÜSSELDORFER HANDWERK UND SEINE ORGANISATIONEN IM WANDEL DER JAHHRUNDERTE.
Kreishandwerkerversammlung Düsseldorf, Germany 1974;

EINBECK
52. Bodemann, E.
ÄLTERE ZUNFTURKUNDEN DER STÄDTE NORDHEIM UND EINBECK
[SofA Lib]

FRANKFURT
Guilds. There was a Butchers’ Guild in Frankfurt.

53. Lerner, Franz
GESCHICHTE DES FRANKFURTER METZGER-HANDWERKS.
GESCHRIEBEN IM AUFRÄGE DER FLEISCHER-INNUNG GROß-FRANKFURT.
Frankfurt, Germany 1959; 428 pages. Illustrated.

GOSLAR
Guilds. There were Guilds of Weavers and Fullers; Master Tailors; and Bakers in Goslar.

GÖTTINGEN
Guilds. There was a Painters and Laquerers’ Guild in Göttingen.
GROITZSCH

**Guilds.** There was a Shoemakers' Guild in Groitzsch.

55. Reichardt, A.
**DAS STAMMBUCH DER SCHUMACHER-INNUNG ZU GROITSCH.**
Leipzig, Germany 1926; 28 pages.

HALLE

**Guilds.** There were Guilds of Musicians and Fife Players; and Salt Miners in Halle.

HAMBURG

**Guilds.** There was a Builders’ Guild in Hamburg.

56. Anon.
**INNUNG FÜR DAS SCHLACHTER- UND GROßSCHLACHTER-HANDWERK HAMBURG.**
Hanseatischer Kontor für Verlag, Druck und Werbung, Hamburg, Germany 1958; 212 pages.

57. Kuehn, G.
**DIE BAU-INNUNG HAMBURG 1883-1958.**
Hamburg, Germany 1958; 182 pages.

HANNOVER

**Guilds.** There was a Salesmen’s Guild in Hannover.

58. Fiedeler, G. F.
**MITTEILUNGEN AUS DEM ROTHEN BUCHE DER KAUFMANNS-INNUNG DER STADT HANNOVER.**
[SofA Lib]

59. Ulrich, A.
**DIE WACHSTAFELN DER KAUFMANNSINNUNG IN HANNOVER, (1397-1419).**
[SofA Lib]

HILDESHEIM

**Guilds.** There were Guilds of Bakers; Butchers; and Woollen Weavers in Hildesheim.

60. Müllerkeile, E.
**DIE GEWANDSCHNEIDERGILDE IN HILDESHEIM.**
[SofA Lib]

KARLSRUHE

**Guilds.** There was a Glaziers’ Guild in Karlsruhe.

61. Anon.

KASSEL
Guilds. There was a Butchers’ Guild in Kassel.

62. Hartmann, Wilhelm; Schüller, Wolfgang; Wagner, Heinrich
75 JAHRE KASSELER FLEISCHER-INNUNG - KASSEL-STADT UND -LAND 1877-1952
Kassel, Germany 1952; 120 pages

KEMPEN-VIersen
63. Anon.
STUKKATEUR-INNUNG KEMPEN-VIersen 1911-1986.
Stukkateur-Innung, Kempen-Viersen, Germany 1986; 200 pages. Illustrated.

LEIPZIG
Guilds. There was a Builders’ Guild, and a Cloth Cutters’ Guild in Leipzig

64. Daehne, P.
GESCHICHTE DER BAUMEISTERINNUNG (FREIE INNUNG) ZU LEIPZIG.
Leipzig, Germany 1928; 112 pages. Illustrated.

65. Kutschbach, A.
GESCHICHTE DER TUCHSCHERER-INNUNG IN LEIPZIG.
Leipzig, Germany 1931; 112 pages

LÜBECK
66. Brandt, Ahasver von [1909-]
REGISTER DER LÜBECKER BÜRGERTESTAMENTE DES MITTELALTERS.
M. Schmidt-Röhmhild, Lübeck, Germany [ ];
[GL: S 929/31]

LUNEBURG
67. Lambert, [ ]
NOTE ON THREE GRACE CUPS OF GUILDS OF LUNEBURG, 17TH AND 18TH CENTURIES,
AND OTHER PIECES OF PLATE.
Archaeological Inst. of Great Britain and Ireland.
Arch. Journal; Volume XXV, p. 256.
[SofA Lib.]

MAGDEBURG
Guilds. There was a Brewers’ and Bakers’ Guild in Augsburg.

68. Anon.
KINDERBUCH DER BRAUER- UND BÄCKER-INNUNG DER ALTSTADT MAGDEBURG.
Leipzig, Germany 1928; 154 pages.

69. Anon.
PREIS-LISTE DER TAPEZIERER- UND DEKORATEUR- ZWangs-INNUNG ZU MAGDEBURG.
Bormann, Magdeburg, Germany 1912; 56 pages. Illustrated.

MAINZ
70. Gerlich, H.
HEIMBURGENAMT UND WEBERZUNFT IN MAINZ.
Mainzer Zeitschrift (1949-50); Volume XLIV-XLV, p. 76.
[SofA Lib.]

MUNICH
71. Meier, K.
GESAMMELTE VORTRÄGE GEHALTEN IN DER BÄCKER-INNUNG MÜNCHEN.
Munich, Germany 1939;

MÜNSTER
72. Bodemann, E.
Goldsmiths Guild in Münster.

NELZEN
73. Janicke, K.
ZUNFTURKUNDEN DER STADT NELZEN 1415-1568.
[SofA Lib]

NORDHEIM
74. Bodemann, E.
ÄLTERE ZUNFTURKUNDEN DER STÄDTE NORDHEIM UND EINBECK
[SofA Lib]

NUREMBERG
75. Balbach, Manfred; Fleischmann, Dr. Peter; Strauss, Hartmut
100 JAHRE BAU-INNUNG NÜRNBERG 1887-1987.
Nuremberg, Germany 1987; 176 pages. Illustrated.

SEESEN
76. Anon
STATUT DER TISCHLER-INNUNG IN SEESEN.
Seesen Bosse 1899; 22 pages.

SIEGEN
77. Anon
Guilds in Siegen.
77. Beck, L.
DIE ALTE BRUDERSCHAFT DER STAHLSMIEDE IN SIEGEN.
Annal. F. Nassau; Volume XXXVII, p. 228.
[SofA Lib.]

SOLINGEN
78. Anon.
DIE DACHDECKER-INNUNG SOLINGEN IM SPIEGEL DER ZEIT 1890-1990.
Solingen, Germany 1990; 120 pages. Illustrated.

STUTTGART
79. Poker, Heinz H.
GESCHICHTE DER STUTTGARTER MALER UND LACKIERER AUS ANLASS DES 125 JÄHRIGEN JUBILAUMS DER MALER- UND LACKIERER-INNUNG STUTTGART 1990.
Stuttgart, Germany 1990; 915 pages. Illustrated.

TANGERMÜNDE (near Berlin)
80. Senf, Max
500 JAHRE GESCHICHTE DER SCHUHMACHER-INNUNG LUTHERSTADT WITTENBERG.
FESTGABE ZUR FEIER AM 22. JUNI 1924.
Wittenberg, Germany 1924; 31 pages.

WISMAR
81. Anon.
60 JAHREFEIER DER SCHLOSSER- UND MASCHINENBAUER-INNUNG WUPPERTAL.
Wuppertal, Germany 1958; 36 pages. Illustrated.

WITTENBERG
82. Senf, Max
500 JAHRE GESCHICHTE DER SCHUHMACHER-INNUNG LUTHERSTADT WITTENBERG.
FESTGABE ZUR FEIER AM 22. JUNI 1924.
Wittenberg, Germany 1924; 31 pages.

GENERAL
83. Böhmert, Victor [1829-1918]
BEITRÄGE ZUR GESCHICHTE DES ZUNFTWESENS.
S. Hirzel, Leipzig, Germany 1862; vii+144 pages.
[GL: S 338/6]
84. Courts, G.
HANDWERK BRUCKE ZUR ZUKUNFT.
Deutscher Handwerkskammertag, Germany 1975;

85. Dollinger, Philippe
THE GERMAN HANSA.
Translated and edited by D. S. Ault and S. H. Steinberg.
[GL: 338/6]

86. Dollinger, Philippe
DIE HANSA.
A. Kröner, Stuttgart, Germany 1966; 593 pages.
[GL: S 943/5]

87. Domarus, M. V.
DIE HERBORNER ZÜNFTE UND IHRER VERFASSUNGEN.
Annal. F. Nassau. Altertum; Volume XXXII, p. 60.
[SofA Lib.]

88. Doren, [Dr.] Alfred [1869- ]
UNTERSUCHUNGEN ZUR GESCHICHTE DER KAUFMANNSGILDEN DES MITTELALTERS:
EIN BEITRAG ZUR WIRTSCHAFTS- SOCIAL- UND VERFASSUNGSGESCHICHTE DER
MITTELALTERLICHEN STÄDTE.
Duncker & Humblot, Leipzig, Germany 1893; xii+220 pages.
[GL: S 338/6]

89. Eberstadt, Rudolph
MAGISTERIUM UND FRATERNITAS: EINE VERWALTUNGSGESCHICHTLICHE DARSTELLUNG
DER ENTSTEHUNG DES ZUNFTWESENS.
Duncker & Humblot, Leipzig, Germany 1897; vi+241 pages.
[GL: S 338/6]

90. Gallois, [Dr.] Gustav
DER HANSABUND VON SEINER ENTSTEHUNG BIS ZU SEINER AUFLÖSUNG.
Lorck, Leipzig, Germany 1851; viii+374 pages.
[GL: S 338/6]

91. Greusez, A.
ZUNFT-WAPPEN UND HANDWERKER-INSIGNIEN.
EINE HERALDIK DER KÜNSTE UND GEWERBE.
1889;
[SofA Lib.]

92. Hartwig, O.
UNTERSUCHUNGEN ÜBER DIE ERSTEN ANFÄNGE DES GILDEWESENS,
FORSCHUNGEN ZUR DEUTSCHEN GESCHICHTE.
Göttingen, Germany 1862;

93. Hegel, Karl
STÄDTE UND GILDEN DER GERMANISCHEN VÖLKER IM MITTELALTER.
Leipzig, Germany 1891;
[SofA Lib.]

94. Marquardsen, Heinricch
ÜBER HAFT UND BÜRGERSCHEFT BEI DEN ANGELSACHSEN.
95. Schaumann, Dr. [ ]
BEITRAG ZUR GESCHICHTE DES GILDENWESENS.
[SofA Lib.]

96. Sybel, Karl Heinrich von
ENTSTEHUNG DES DEUTSCHEN KÖNIGTHUMS.
Frankfurt, Germany 1844;

97. Weiner, Abraham
EARLY COMMERCIAL INTERCOURSE BETWEEN ENGLAND AND GERMANY.
Economica 1922; Volume 2, pp. 127-148.
[Discusses the relationship between gilds and the civic authorities.]

98. Wilda, Wilhelm Eduard
DAS GILDENWESEN IM MITTELALTER.
Berlin, Germany [n.d.];
[“The gild of Allutarii, or shoemakers, of Bremen tried to reconcile social enjoyment with the graver objects of their union” p. 333]

99. Winzer, J.
DIE DEUTSCHEN BRÜDERSCHAFTEN DES MITTELALTERS.
Giessen, Germany 1859;

100. Zimmern, Helen
THE HANSA TOWNS.
T. Fisher Unwin, London 1989;
101. Nagybákyay, Peter
SUMMONING TABLETS OF GUILDS IN HUNGARY.
Translated by Susan Horn.
[GL: S 338/6]
THE GUILDS OF INDIAN CITIES AND TOWNS

102. *Jain, Dr. Beena
GUILD ORGANIZATION IN NORTHERN INDIA (FROM EARLIEST TIMES TO 1200 BC).
Pratibha Prakashan,, Delhi, India 1990; xviii+226 pages. No illustrations.

Guilds existing in the Pre-Mauryan Period (700 BC to 400 BC):
Cultivators
Traders
Herdsmen
Moneylenders
Artisans
Woodworkers
Workers in Metal including Gold and Silver
Leather workers
Experts of Soil
Painters
Astrologers
Ivory workers
Fumigators
Musicians
Incense makers
Songsters
Fishermen
Woollen fabric manufacturers
Miners
Potters
Hunters
Road keepers
Road layers
Boatmen
Dyers
Burnishers
Arm bearers
Brewers
Butchers
Artists
Barbers
Bath attendants
Architects
Cooks
White washers
Charioteers
Tailors
Shampooers
Physicians
Foresters
Smiths
Horse dealers
Robbers
Oceanic merchants
Caravan traders
Garland makers
Corn dealers
Green Grocers
Guilds existing in the Mauryan Period (400 BC to 200 BC):
- Weavers
- Metal workers, including Gold, Silver, Smiths, and Braziers
- Washermen
- Carpenters
- Musicians, Dancers, and Actors
- Tailors
- Scavengers
- Potters
- Artisans
- Merchants
- Stone workers
- Perfumers
- Boatmen
- Charioteers

Guilds existing in the Sunga-Saka-Satavahana Period (200 BC to 300 AD):
- Smiths
- Merchants
- Caravan merchants
- Garland makers
- Goldsmiths
- Bankers
- Cloak sellers
- Workers in Shell articles
- Jewellers
- Stone workers
- Perfumers
- Oil dealers
- Hawker of Jars of Ghee
- Sugar factors
- Water sellers
- Factors of Cotton, Curds, and Cakes
- Fruit sellers
- Makers of Confectionery from Sugar and Dried Treacle
- Dried Ginger sellers
- Distillers
- Blacksmiths
- Coppersmiths
- Wooden Bowl makers
- Tin smiths
- Lead Sheet makers
- Potters
- Tanners
- Ivory makers
- Cotton dealers
- Dealers in coagulated or sour milk or curd
- Sweet-meat makers
- Grinders of Wheat Flour
- Makers of Barley Flour
- Dealers in Plant Roots
- Powder makers
- Dealers in Perfumed Oil
- Dealers in Boiled Rice
- Cooks of Sugar Candies
Makers of Rum or Distilled Spirit
Honey gatherers
Sugar merchants
Weavers of Woollen Threads
Makers of Mail Armour
Dyers
Makers of Robes for Deities
Washers of Garments
Washermen
Tailors
Cloth weavers
Cotton spinners
Painters
Carpenters
Resin makers
Basketmakers
Modellers of Clay
Plasterers
Barbers
Hairdressers
Wood cutters
Bricklayers
Architects
Storekeepers of agricultural products
Well diggers
Earth carrying labourers
Wood carrying labourers
Dealers in Straw
Bark Merchants
Dealers in Grass and Herbs
Bamboo merchants
Sailors
Boatmen
Washers of Gold Dust
Tricksters
Makers of Arrow Heads (Fletchers)
Cattle rearers
Corn dealers
Braziers

Guilds existing in the Golden Age of the Guptas (300 AD to 700 AD):
Craftsmen
Jewellers
Silk weavers
Oilmen
Bankers
Painters
Merchants
Washermen
Elephant riders
Goldsmiths
Betel Sellers
Artisans
Musicians
Brahmanas
Braziers
Foresters
Cultivators (Gardeners)
Artists
Moneylenders
Robbers
Horse dealers
Arm bearers
Leather workers
Carpenters
Modellers of Clay
Caravan traders

**Guilds existing in the Early Medieval Period (700 AD to 1200 AD):**
Potters
Silk Weavers
Goldsmiths
Cooks
Musicians
Barbers
Garland makers
Rope
Leather workers
Pressers of Grain
Cane splitters
Braziers
Tailors
Cloth printers
Fishermen
Fowlers (Poulterers)
Jugglers
Basketmakers
Sailors
Hunters
Weavers
Carpenters
Metal workers (Smiths or Hammermen)
Ivory workers
Caravan traders
Oil millers
Rush workers
Moneylenders
Flower sellers
Washermen (launderers)
Blacksmiths
Horse dealers
Betal sellers
Grocers
Merchants
Cultivators (Gardeners)
Artisans
Thieves
Elephant riders
Distillers of Spirituous Liquors
Chariot makers (Coachmakers)
Stone cutters
Masons
THE GUILDS OF ITALIAN CITIES AND TOWNS
In 825 the Emperor Lothair issued his “Constitutiones Olonenses” wherein eight cities and towns of northern Italy were named as suitable centres of population for the establishment of new “Collegii” or “Scholae”. These were Bologna, Cremona, Florence, Ivrea, Milan, Padua, Turin, and Venice (Staley p. 35)

FLORENCE

103. Dixon, E.
THE FLORENTINE WOOL TRADES IN THE MIDDLE AGES.
Transactions of the Royal Historical Society; New Series, Volume XII.
[SoFA Lib.]

104. Himsworth, J. B.
FLORENTINE GUILDS.
Hunter Arch. Society; Volume III, p. 86.
[SoFA Lib.]

105. Staley, Edgcumbe
THE GUILDS OF FLORENCE.
Illustrated after Miniatures in Illuminated Manuscripts and Florentine Woodcuts with Bibliographical and Chronological Tables.

106. *Staley, Edgcumbe
THE GUILDS OF FLORENCE.
Illustrated after Miniatures in Illuminated Manuscripts and Florentine Woodcuts with Bibliographical and Chronological Tables.
Chapter I- Florentine Commerce and Industry; Chapter II- General History of the Guilds. The Seven Greater Guilds: Chapter III- The Guild of Judges and Notaries; Chapter IV- The “Calimala” Guild; Chapter V- The Guild of Wool; Chapter VI- The Guild of Bankers and Money-Changers; Chapter VII- The Guild of Silk; Chapter VIII- The Guild of Doctors and Apothecaries; Chapter IX- The Guild of Furriers and Skinners. The Five Intermediate Guilds: Chapter X- The Guilds of Butchers, Blacksmiths, and Shoemakers; Chapter XI- The Guilds of Masters of Stone and Wood, and of Retail Cloth-Dealers and Linen-Manufacturers. The Nine Minor Guilds: Chapter XII- The Guilds of Wine-Merchants, and Inn-Keeplers, and Tanners; Chapter XIII- The Guilds of Oil-Merchants and General Provision Dealers, of Saddlers, and of Locksmiths; Chapter XIV- The Guilds of Armourers, Chapter Carpenters, and Bakers. Chapter XV- Life and Work in the Markets; Chapter XVI- The Streets, the Squares, and the Bridges, - with some of their stories; Chapter XVII- The Religion of the Guilds; Chapter XVIII- The Patronage of the Guilds; Chapter XIX- The Charity of the Guilds; Chapter XX- “Firenze Ricca per Industria!”
[SoFA Lib.]

107. Worthington, P. S.
PHILIPPO BRUNELLESCHI AND HIS MARK ON FLORENCE.
RIBA Jounal; 3rd Series, Volume XVI, p. 613.
[SoFA Lib.]
OSTIA

**Guilds.** There was a Guild of Shipping Agents in Ostia.

PADUA

**Guilds.** There was a Guild of Painters in Padua.

PRATO

**Guilds.** There were Guilds of Fullers; Cloth Finishers; Judges and Notaries; Wool Merchants; Wool Workers; Money Changers and Goldsmiths; Apothecaries including Doctors; Blacksmiths; Cobblers; Butchers; Grocers; Vintners; Tailors; Bakers; Millers; Barbers; and Carpenters in Prato.

ROME

**Guilds.** There were Guilds of Fluteblowers, Coppersmiths, Fullers, Potters, Goldsmiths, Carpenters, Dyers, Shoemakers, and Merchants and Shipowners in Rome.

108. Tomassetti, G.
DEI SADALIZI IN GENERE E DEI MARMORARI ROMANI.
[SofA Lib.]

TIVOLI

109. Regnoni, C.
UNA SOCIETÀ INDUSTRIALE DEL SEICENTO [IN TIVOLI].
Soc. Tiburtina Acti e Mem. 1928; p. 127.
[SofA Lib.]

VENICE

**Guilds.** There was a Guild of Gold Thread Drawers in Venice.

110. Mackenney, Richard
[TCDL: 940 M7 Berkeley]

111. Murarom, M.
THE GUARDI PROBLEM AND THE STATUTES OF THE VENETIAN GUILDS.
Burlington Magazine; Volume CII, p. 421.
[SofA Lib.]

VICENZA

**Guilds.** There was a Guild for the Wool trade including Teasellers and Shearmen in Vicenza.

GENERAL

112. Bunt, Cyril G.E.
THE GOLDSMITHS OF ITALY; SOME ACCOUNT OF THEIR GUILDS, STATUTES, AND WORK.
Compiled from the Published Papers, Notes, and other Material Collected by the late Sidney J. A. Churchill. Foreword by Dr. Stella Churchill.
Martin Hopkinson, London 1926; 182 pages. Illustrated.
113. Gonetta, Giuseppe [1853- ]
BIBLIOGRAPHIA STATUARIA DELLE CORPORAZIONI D’ ARTI E MESTIERI D’ ITALIA: CON SAGGIO DI BIBLIOGRAFIA ESTERA.
Forzani, Rome, Italy 1891; 99 pages.
[GL: S 338/6]

114. Guenzi, Alberto; Massa, Paola; Fausto, Piola, Caselli
GUILDS, MARKETS AND WORK REGULATIONS IN ITALY, 16TH-19TH CENTURIES.
Ashgate, Aldershot 1998; vii+520 pages.
[TCDL: HL-215-378 Berkeley]

115. Huelson, C.
MISCELLANEA EPIGRAFICA: LO STATUTO DEL CORPUS EBARARIUM ET CITRIARIORUM [RETOVATO IN TRASTEVERE].
[SofA Lib.]

116. Leicht, P. S.
RICERCHE SULLE CORPORAZIONI PROFESSIONALI IN ITALIA DAL SECOLO V. ALL’ XI.
Linezi Accad. dei Rendiconti; Ser. VI, Volume XII, p. 195.
THE GUILDS OF LATVIAN CITIES AND TOWNS

RIGA

Guilds. There were Guilds of Merchants; and Coopers in Riga.

117. Stieda, W. and Mettig, C. (Editors)
SCHRAGEN DER GILDEN UND AEMTER DER STADT RIGA BIS 1621.
Gesellschaft für Geschichte und Alterthumskunde der Ostseeprovinzen Russlands, Riga, Latvia 1896;
THE GUILDS OF MOROCCAN CITIES AND TOWNS

FEZ
118. Tourneau, R. le and Paye, L.
LA CORPORATION DES TANNEURS ET L’ INDUSTRIE DE LA TANNERIE À FEZ
Hespério 1935; Volume XXI, p. 167.
[SofA Lib.]
THE GUILDS OF NETHERLANDS' CITIES AND TOWNS

AMSTERDAM

**Guilds.** There were Guilds of St. Joris or St. George of Longbowmen; St. Sebastian of Crossbowmen; Cloth; Drapers; Paviors; Butchers; Shoemakers; Peat Porters; Corn Porters; Bakers; Corn Millers; Tailors; Bricklayers; Coopers; Vintners; Smiths; Surgeons; and Drapers in Amsterdam.

ALKMAAR

**Guilds.** There were Guilds of Cheese Porters; and Archers in Alkmaar.

AMERSFOORT

**Guilds.** There was a Guild of Boatmen in Amersfoort.

ARNHEM

**Guilds.** There was a Guild of Carpenters in Arnhem.

BREDA

**Guilds.** There were Guilds of Crossbowmen or Archers; St. Joris’s Schutters Guild (longbowmen?); and there was a Crispin and Crispinian Guild of Shoemakers in Breda.

DELFt

**Guilds.** There was a Guild of Goldsmiths and Silversmiths in Delft.

DORDRECHT

**Guilds.** There were Guilds of Painters; Furriers; Bakers; Retailers or Merchants; Drapers; Bowmen; Fishermen; Watermen and Lightermen; Grain Porters; Butchers; Bakers; Marksmen; Big Shippers; and Fishmongers

EDAM

**Guilds.** There was a Guild of Carpenters in Edam.

ENKHUISEN

**Guilds.** There were Guilds of Surgeons; and Clothworkers in Enkhuisen.

FRANEKER

119. Telting, I.

DE STATUTEN EN PRIVILEGIEN VAN HET SCHUTTERSGILD TE FRANEKER.

De vrije Fries 1865; Volume XI, p. 205.

[SofA Lib.]

GOUDA

**Guilds.** There was a Guild of Surgeons in Gouda.

THE HAGUE

**Guilds.** There were the following Guilds in The Hague: St. Sebastian’s Guild of Archers; St Cosmas and St
Damian’s Guild of Surgeons; St. Joseph’s Guild of Carpenters; the Wine Merchants; St. Obertus’s Guild of Bakers; St. Nicholas’s Guild of Merchants; St. Luke’s Guild of Artists, House Painters, Glaziers, Sculptors, Embroiderers, and Apothecaries.

HAARLEM

Guilds. There were the following Guilds in The Hague: St. Adrian’s Guild of Civic Guards; St. Luke’s Guild of Painters, Architects, Coppersmiths and Tinsmiths; the Drapers; the Cobbler’s; the Shipbuilders; the Brewers; the Butchers.

HARLINGEN

120. [Anon]
DE GILDEHOREN EN HET GROOTVEERSCHIPPERS GILD TE HARLINGEN.
De vrije Fries 1850; Volume V, p. 351.
[SofA Lib.]

S’HERTOGENBOSCH

Guilds. There was a Guild of Silversmiths in S’Hertogenbosch.

HOORN

Guilds. There were Guilds of Archers; Surgeons; Marksmen; St. Joris; Carpenters; Fishermen; Bakers; Brushmakers; Coopers; and Shippers in Hoorn.

KAMPEN

Guilds. There were Guilds of Butchers; Basketmakers; Carpenters; Drapers; Linen weavers; and the St. Luke’s Guild of Artists in Kampen.

LEIDEN

Guilds. There were Guilds of Weavers; Surgeones; Civic guards; Tailors; Brewers; Clothworkers; and Archers in Leiden.

MIDDLEBURG

Guilds. There was a Guild of Coopers in Middleburg.

121. Miller, F.
THE MIDDLEBURGH STAPLE.
[SofA Lib.]

NIJMEGEN

Guilds. There were Guilds of Tailors; Trimming Workers; and Weavers in Nijmegen.

ROTTERDAM

Guilds. There were Guilds of Wine Merchants or Vintners; Millers; Bakers; Grain Porters; Waggoners or Carmen; and Watermen & Lightermen in Rotterdam.

SHEVENINGEN
Guilds. There were St. Peter’s Guild of Fishermen; and St. Adrian’s Guild in Sheveningen.

VALKENBURG
Guilds. There was a Guild of Marksmen in Valkenburg.

WORKUM
Guilds. There was a Guild of Bricklayers or Builders in Workum.

ZIERIKZEE
Guilds. There was a Guild of Arquebusiers in Zierikzee.

ZUTPHEN
Guilds. There were Guilds of Boatmen; and Butchers in Zutphen.

ZWOLLE
Guilds. There were Guilds of St. Nicholas or Pedlars; Hatmakers and Furriers; and Publicans in Zwolle.
THE GUILDS OF POLISH CITIES AND TOWNS

KRAKOW

Guilds. There was a Guild of Clothworkers in Krakow.

122. Bucher, B.
DIE ALTEN ZUNFT- UND VERKEHRS- ORDNUNGEN DER STADT KRAKOW
[SofA Lib.]
THE GUILDS OF ROMANIAN CITIES AND TOWNS

123. Dan, D. O.
EIN BEITRAG ZUR ERFORSCHUNG DES ZUNFTWESENS:
DIE SATZUNG DER FASSBINDERZUNFT SU SEBE (1752).
[German summary]
Apulum 1983; Volume 21, pp. 231-238.
[SofA Lib.]
THE GUILDS OF RUSSIAN CITIES AND TOWNS

124. Dixon, Hepworth
FREE RUSSIA.
THE GUILDS OF SPANISH CITIES AND TOWNS

BARCELONA
Guilds. There was a Guild of Bootmakers in Barcelona.

125. Tintó, Margarita
THE ‘LLIBRES DE PASSANTIA’ OF THE SILVERSMITHS OF BARCELONA
(16TH - 19TH CENTURIES)
Jewellery Studies 1993; Volume 6, pp. 29-36.
[SofA Lib.]

BALEARIC ISLANDS
126. Pons, A.
ELS GREMIS. CAPITOLS DELS MESTRES Y OFICI DE GERRERS.
CAPITOLS AB QUE SE GOVERNAN LOS MESTRES DEL GREMI Y OFICI DE GERRERS DE PALMA
1926; pp. 70, 101.
1927; pp. 208, 266, 315.
1929; pp. 208, 310, 365.
1930; pp. 49, 81, 134, 160.
[SofA Lib.]

127. Llabrés, G.
LOS GREMIOS DE PINTORES EN MALLORCA.
Soc. Arque. Luliana 1927; p. 375.
1928; p. 33.
[SofA Lib.]

CORDOBA
Guilds. There was a Guild of Cordwainers in Cordoba.

LEKEITIO
Guilds. There was a Guild of Fishermen in Lekeitio.

GENERAL
128. Azcárate, J. M. de
CUCHILLEROS Y CALDEREROS.
[SofA Lib.]

129. Pons, A.
LOS GREMIOS DE ALBANILES Y MANTEROS.
Soc. Arque. Luliana 1924; p. 112.
[SofA Lib.]
THE GUILDS OF SWEDISH CITIES AND TOWNS

KARLSKRONA

**Guilds.** There was a Guild of Goldsmiths in Karlskrona.

GOLDSMITHS

130. Upmark, G.

KARLSKRONA GULDSMEDSÄMBETE 1695-1812.


[SofA Lib.]

STOCKHOLM

**Guilds.** There was a Guild of Carpenters & Joiners, and a Guild of Chairmakers in Stockholm.

CARPENTERS AND JOINERS

131. Wallin, S.

STOCKHOLMS SNICKARE ÅMBETESS MÄSTER STYCKE RITNINGAR.

Nord. Museet Fataburen;

[SofA Lib.]

CHAIRMAKERS

132. Baeckström, A.

TILL STOCKHOLMS STOLMAKAREÄMBETES HISTORIA 1664-1846.

Nord. Museet Fataburen 1921; p. 209.

[SofA Lib.]

GENERAL

133. Erixon, S.

NÅGOT OM LANDSKAPSGILLEN I STOCKHOL OCH FÄRSKILT OM ÖSTGÖTA GILLE.

Nordisk. Museet, Fataburen 1955; p. 143

[SofA Lib.]

134. Murberg, J.

HISTORISK AFHANDLING OM HELGE LEKAMENS GILLE I STOCKHOLM.

[SofA Lib.]

UPPSALA

**Guilds.** There was a Goldsmiths’ Guild in Uppsala.

GOLDSMITHS

135. Juel, E.

DET GAMLA GULDSMEDSÄMBETET I UPPSALA.

Rig. 1940; p. 38.

[SofA Lib.]

WISBY

136. Spurrell, F.

NOTE ON THE SEALS OF COMMERCIAL GUILDS AT WISBY IN GOTTLAND.

Arch. Journal of Great Britain and Ireland 1953 (Chichester), p. 32.

[SofA Lib.]

GENERAL
137. [Anon]
SKRÅ- ORDNUNG FÖR CIMBRISHANEN.
Nord. Museet, Meddelanden 1899-1900; p. 41.
[SofA Lib.]

138. Ahlén, A.
SKÅÅ OCH GILLESREGLOR FÖR SAMPTLIGE MÄSTRARNA, GESÄLLAR OCH LÄRODRÄNGIER
UTHI REPERLAGARE ÄMBETET, 1656.
Nord. Museet Meddelanden 1897; p. 86.
[SofA Lib.] [Ropemakers]

139. Ahlén, A.
EMBETZ SKRÅ FÖR PERUQUE MAKARE GESÄLLERNA, 1712.
[SofA Lib.] [Wigmakers]

140. Berg, J.
THE SILVER WAND OF THE VENERABLE TAILORS' GUILD FROM 1622
[English summary]
Fataburen 1983;
[SofA Lib.]

141. Caldergren, K. G. and Schoultz, G. von
SVENSKA SKRÅSIGILL.
1944;
[SofA Lib.]

142. Colmar, M.
NYUPPTÄCKTA MEDELTIÐA GILLEN I UPLLAND.
Upplands Forn. Tidschrift 1953; p. 75
[SofA Lib.]

143. Hansson, S.
FRÅN STERÅ TILL FACKFÖRENING.
Nord. Museet, Fataburen 1937; p. 115.
[SofA Lib.]

144. Hernmarck, C.
SKRÅVÄSEN OCH SKRÅPOLITIK INOM SVERIGES GULDSMEDSÄMBETEN 1622-1720.
Rig. 1940; pp. 22, 36.
[SofA Lib.] [Goldsmiths]

145. Höjer, T.
DEN ÄLDSTA BEVARADE SVENSKA GULDSMEDSORDNINGEN.
Rig. 1944; p. 24.
[SofA Lib.] [Goldsmiths]

146. Norden, A.
ETT MEDELTIÐA SOCKENGILLE I ÖSTERGÖTLAND.
Östergötlands Foru. och Museiförening Meddelanden 1923-24; p. 69.
[SofA Lib.]
| 147. | Söderberg, B. | ETT MEDELTIDA GILLESHUS I ARBOGA. | Rig. 1941; pp. 146, 158. | [SofA Lib.] |
| 149. | Upmark, G. | BORÅSGULDSMEDERNA OCH DER AS STÄRNPLAR. | Nord. Museet. Fataburen 1915; p. 171. | [SofA Lib.] |
| 151. | Upmark, G. | ARBOGA GULDSMEDSÄMBETE. | Nord. Museet. Fataburen 1921; p. 74. | [SofA Lib.] |
THE GUILDS OF SWISS CITIES AND TOWNS

BASLE

Guilds. There were Guilds of Schlüsselzunft or Merchants; Hausgenossen including Goldsmiths; Gardeners; Safranzunft of 30 crafts including the Spice Merchants; Weavers; and the Golden Star or Barber-Surgeons in Basle.'

152. Major, E.
DIE KARTENMACHER, BRIEFMALER UND HEILIGENMALER ZU BASEL.
Anzeiger f. Schweiz Altertumskunde 1938; p. 151.
[SofA Lib.]

BERNE

Guilds. There were Guilds of Bakers; Smiths; Butchers; Tanners; Jesters; Glass Makers and Glass Sellers; Weavers; Shoemakers; Clothworkers; Merchants; Stonemasons; Shippers or Lightermen; Carpenters; Glovers; Glaziers; Artists; Vintners; and Gunmakers in Berne.

153. [Anon]
WAPPENBUCH DER BURGERLICHEN GESCHLECHTER DER STADT BERNE.
1932;
[SofA Lib.]

154. Dick, K. W.
DIE STEINMETZENBRUDERSCHAFT IN BERNE.
Archivum Heraldicum; Volume LXXII, p. 58.
[SofA Lib.]

GENEVA

Guilds. There was a Guild of Clockmakers in Geneva.

LUCERNE

Guilds. There was a Saffron Guild in Lucerne.

SAFFRON GILD

155. Schnyder, F. J.
DIE ZUNFTMEISTER STANDARTE DER ZUNFT ZU SAFRAN IN LUZERN.
Archives Héraldiques Suisses 1953; Bull. 4, p. 50.
[SofA Lib.]

VEVEY

Guilds. There was a Guild of Vine Growers in Vevey.

ZURICH

Guilds. There were Guilds of Wine Makers; Blacksmiths, Pewterers and Plumbers; Bakers and Pastry Cooks; Tanners, Leathermakers and Shoemakers; Butchers; Carpenters and Builders; Tailors including Dressmakers and Furriers; Fishermen, Shippers and Truckers; Cooks and Grocers; Wool Weavers and Linen Weavers; and a Saffran Guild for wholesale merchants in Zurich.

156. Erb, H.
DER RÜDEN GESELLSCHAFTSHAUS DER COURTAFFEL IN ZURICH.
157. Honneger, Romolo D.
THE GUILDS OF ZURICH AND THEIR “SECHSLÄUTEN”.
R. Honneger, Regensberg [1991]; 30 pages.
[GL: Pam 19955]

158. Hottinger, J. J.
DAS ZÜRCHERSCHE MEISTERBUCH AUS DEM 15. JAHRHUNDERT.
ZUNFTMEISTER COLLEGIUM IN ZURICH.
[SofA Lib.]

159. Widmer, Dr. Sigmund
THE GUILDS OF ZURICH.
Swissair Gazette No. 4 1978;

GENERAL

160. [Anon]
SCHEIBE DER “GESELLSCHAFT VON DALWIL” VON 1522
IM HAMBURGISCHEN MUSEUM FÜR KUNST UND GEWERBE.
Anzeiger f. Schweiz Geschichte und Altertum 1899; p. 28.
[SofA Lib.]

161. Finl-\nAmstad, P.
WAPPENTAFEL DER URNER-SCHIFFGESELLEN.
Archives Héraldiques Suisses; Volume LXXIV, p. 41.
[SofA Lib.]

162. Frei, K.
DAS EHRENGESCHIRR DER FRAUENFELDER CONSTAFFELGESELLSCHAFT.
Anzeiger f. Schweiz Altertumskunde 1929; p. 274.
[SofA Lib.]

163. Kölner, P.
DIE AUSGABEN DER SAFRANZUNFT IM BURGUNDERKRIEG.
Basler Zeitschrift 1928; Volume XXVII, p. 235.
[SofA Lib.]
[Saffron Gild]

164. Wyss, G.
ZUNFT KERZEN.
Anzeiger f. Schweiz Geschichte und Altertum 1924; p. 260.
[SofA Lib.]
THE GUILDS OF TURKISH CITIES AND TOWNS

EPHESUS

Guilds. There was a Guild of Silversmiths in Ephesus.
THE GUILDS OF U.S.A. CITIES AND TOWNS

PHILADELPHIA

Guilds. There is a Guild of Carpenters in Philadelphia.

CARPENTERS

165. *Peterson, Charles E.
THE RULES OF WORK OF THE CARPENTERS’ COMPANY
OF THE CITY AND COUNTY OF PHILADELPHIA 1786.
With the original copper plate illustrations.
Annotated, with an Introduction, by Charles E. Peterson, F.A.I.A.
The Bell Publishing Company, New York, USA, a division of Crown Publishers Inc.,
by arrangement with The Pyne Press.

GENERAL

166. Choate, I. B.
THE TOWN GUILD.
[SofA Lib.]
GENERAL

167. [Anon]  

168. Black, Anthony  

169. Bugge, Alexander  
THE EARLIEST GILDS OF NORTHMEN IN ENGLAND, NORWAY, AND DENMARK. Oslo, Norway 1908; pp 196-209

170. Coornaert, Émile  

171. Floyer, John Kestel  

172. *Heaton, Herbert  
ECONOMIC HISTORY OF EUROPE. Harper Brothers, New York, USA 1936; xiv+775 pages.

173. Mackenney, Richard  

174. *Melling, John Kennedy  

175. Postan, M.; Rich, E.E.; and Miller, E. (Editors)  

176. Postan, M.; Rich, E.E.; and Miller, E. (Editors)  
177. Renard, Georges François
GUILDS IN THE MIDDLE AGES.
Translated by Dorothy Terry and edited with an introduction by G.D.H. Cole.

178. *Renard, Georges François
GUILDS IN THE MIDDLE AGES.
Translated by Dorothy Terry and edited with an introduction by G.D.H. Cole.
No illustrations.
[GL: 338/6]

179. *Rörig, F.
THE MEDIEVAL TOWN.
Translated by Don Bryant

180. *Wickham, D[avid] E.
THE LIVERY COMPANY WORLD. A PROVISIONAL GAZETTEER.
[AUSTRIA-Vienna: Stone masons, woodcarvers, cabinet makers, brush makers, basket makers, and toy
makers; Florists, and grave-diggers; Builders; Stool makers, Stone masons; Plasterers; Potters; Glaziers;
Lacquerers; Small builders; Cabinet makers; Coach builders; Basket makers; Shoemakers; Upholsterers;
Millers; Bakers; Sugar bakers; Milk & cheese workers; Mechanics; Photographers; Cosmetics; Massage (p. 14);
Bakers; Butchers; Gardeners; Plasterers; Shoemakers; Clockmakers (p.15)
BELGIUM-Aalst: Butchers; Brewers (p. 19)
Aarshòt: Weavers (p.19)
Antwerp: Arquebusiers; Musicians; carpenters; Brewers; Coopers; Archers; Crossbowmen; Grocers;
Haberdashers; Mercers; Drapers; Tailors; Shoemakers & tanners; Joiners or carpenters; Painters; Peat carriers;
Coal carriers; Old crossbowmen; Young crossbowmen; Great Calvary; Butchers; Bow-marksmen; Watermen
(pp. 20-28)
Bruges: Wheelwrights; shoemakers; waggoners; coachbuilders; tanners; painters; cobblers; minstrels; royal
archers; cooper; masons; carpenters; free-porters or stevedores; weavers; fishmongers; candlemakers; potters;
crossbow archers; masons; smiths (pp. 29-39)
Brussels: Tallow merchants; Joiners, coopers, carpenters, and cabinet makers; Archers; Boatmen or bargees;
Drapers, haberdashers, mercers and shopkeepers; Bakers; Butchers; Brewers; Cutlers; Tanners; Millers;
Carpenters and cabinet makers; Sculptors, stone cutters, masons and slaters; Belt makers; Tailors; Painters;
Bakers; Marksmen; Dyers; Girdlers; Boatmen; Grocers, Tallow chandlers, Pewterers and fishmongers;
Shoemakers and leather dyers; Crossbowmen; Goldsmiths (pp. 40-51)
Dendermonde: Butchers (p. 52)
G West: Weavers; Boatmen; Clothworkers; Crossbowmen; Masons; Grain measurers; Corn chandlers; Free
boatmen; Goldsmiths; Grocers; Boatmen or watermen; Butchers; Fullers; Archers; Cordwainers; Brewers;
Tanners; Cloth measurers (pp.53-60)
Louvain: Clothworkers; archers (pp. 61-62)
Malines: Fishmongers; swordsmen; crossbowmen (pp. 62-63)
Namur: Butchers (p. 64)
Vise: Crossbowmen (1310); arquebusiers (1579)(p. 66)
Ypres: Butchers; seamen (1629) (pp. 66-67)
DENMARK-Copenhagen: Tailors (1275); goldsmiths (1429); glove makers (1460); saddle makers (1460);
haulage contractors or Carmen (1478); carpenters (1512); butchers (1552); cabinet makers (1554); glaziers
(1622); house painters (1622); coppersmiths (1638); bookbinders (1646); coach builders (1662); furriers
(1678); Bakers (1683); sail makers (1741); stoll makers (1742); watchmakers (1755); chimney sweeps (1778);
stucco workers (1893); electricity workers (1898); printers (1903); chefs (1968) (p. 70)
ESTONIA-Tallinn: Great Guild (merchants); St Canute’s; Blackheads; Oleviste (p. 72)
FRANCE-Paris: Bakers(630); Candle makers (1061); Merchant drapers (1188); Weavers; Clothiers; Grocers;
hosiers, skinners and hatters; Goldsmiths, gold beaters and wire drawers; Vintners (pp. 75-76)
Semur-en-Auxois: Butchers; Drapers (p. 81)
GERMANY-Berlin: Carpenters or joiners; Gunsmiths, haberdashers and locksmiths; Blacksmiths or farriers; Millers; Tailors; Armourers; Weavers; Smiths; Soap makers and candle makers; Miners; Wheelwrights; Wheel makers; Coopers; Butchers; Paviors (pp. 87-93) Butchers, bakers and tanners (p. 98) Shoemakers; Clothworkers; Coopers, turners, basket makers, wheelmakers, and wheelwrights; Blacksmiths or farriers and bladesmiths; Masons; Carpenters; Shipowners; Saddlers, strappers, upholsterers, and rope makers (pp. 102-103)
Bremen: Merchants (p. 93)
Cologne: Bookbinders (p. 94 and 161)
Goslar: Weavers and fullers; master tailors; bakers (p. 96)
Halle: Musicians and fifle players; Salt miners (p. 96)
Hildesheim: Bakers; Butchers; Woollen weavers (p. 97)
Münster: Goldsmiths (p. 100)
Nuremberg: Shoemakers (p. 98) Master singers; Butchers (pp. 100-101 and 161)
Tangermünde near Berlin: Fishermen (1431-1810)(p. 103)
Wismar: Grocers (p. 104)
ITALY-Florence: Calimala; merchants; judges and notaries; butchers; tanners; masons and carpenters; stone carvers; armourers; bankers; wool weavers or wool workers or wool merchants; smiths; linen drapers; furriers; doctors and pharmacists; Silk weavers (pp. 109-114) Mercers (p. 118)
Ostia: Shipping agents (p. 115)
Padua: Painters (pp. 115-116)
Prato: Fullers; Cloth finishers; Judges and notaries; Wool merchants; Money changers and goldsmiths; Apothecaries including doctors; Blacksmiths; Cobblers; Butchers; Grocers; Vintners; Tailors; Bakers; Millers; Barbers; Carpenters (pp. 117-119)
Rome: Merchants and shipowners; Dyers and goldsmiths (p. 120)
Venice: Gold thread drawers (pp. 121-122)
Vicenza: Wool trade including teasellers and shearmen
LATVIA-Riga: Merchants; Coopers (p. 124)
NETHERLANDS-Amsterdam: St. Joris or St. George’s Guild of Longbowmen; St. Sebastian’s Guild of Crossbowmen (pp. 125 and 134) Cloth; Drapers; Paviors; Butchers; (pp. 130-131) Shoemakers; Peat porters; Corn porters; Bakers; Corn millers; Tailors; Bricklayers; Coopers; Vintners; Smiths; Surgeons; Drapers; (pp. 135-142)
Alkmaar: Cheese porters; Archers (pp. 128-129)
Amersfoort: Boatmen (p. 129)
Arnhem: Carpenters (p. 142)
Breda: Crossbowmen or archers; St. Joris’s Schutters Guild (longbowmen?); Crispin and Crispinian Guild of Shoemakers (p.143)
Delft: Goldsmiths and silversmiths (p. 145)
Dordrecht: Painters; Furriers; Bakers; Retailers or merchants; Drapers; Bowmen; Fishermen; Watermen and lightermen; Grain porters; Butchers; Bakers; Marksmen; Big shippers; Fishmongers (pp. 145-147)
Edam: Carpenters (p. 147)
Enkhuizen: Surgeons (p. 148) Clothworkers (p. 155)
Gouda: Surgeons (p. 148)
The Hague: St. Sebastian’s Guild of Archers; St Cosmas and St Damian’s Guild of Surgeons; St. Joseph’s Guild of Carpenters; the wine merchants; St. Obertus’s Guild of Bakers; St. Nicholas’s Guild of Merchants; St. Luke’s Guild of Artists, House painters, Glaziers, Sculptors, Embroiderers, and Apothecaries (p. 149)
Haarlem: St. Adrian’s Guild of Civic Guards; St. Luke’s Guild of Painters, Architects, Coppersmiths and Tinsmiths; the Drapers; the Cobblers; the Shipbuilders; the Brewers; the Butchers; (pp. 150-153)
S’ Hertogenbosch: Silversmiths (p. 153)
Hoorne: Archers; Surgeons; Marksmen; St. Joris; Carpenters; Fishermen; Bakers; Brushmakers; Coopers; Shippers (p. 154)
Kampen: Butchers; Basketmakers; Carpenters; Drapers; Linen weavers; St. Luke’s Guild of Artists (p. 155)
Leiden: Weavers; Surgeones; Civic guards; Tailors; Brewers; Clothworkers; Archers (pp. 155-159)
Middleburg: Coopers (p. 159)
Nijmegen: Tailors; Trimming workers; Weavers (p. 160)
Rotterdam: Wine merchants or vintners; Millers; Bakers; Grain porters; Waggoners or carmen; Watermen and lightermen; (pp. 161-162)
Sheveningen: St. Peter’s Guild of Fishermen; St. Adrian’s Guild (p. 149)
Valkenburg: Marksmen (p. 164)
Workum: Bricklayers or builders (p. 165)
Zierikzee: Arquebusiers (p. 165)
Zutphen: Boatmen (p. 161) Butchers (p. 165)
Zwolle: St. Nicholas or Pedlars; Hatmakers and furriers; Publicans (p. 165)
POLAND-Krakow: Clothworkers (p. 168)
SPAIN-Barcelona: Bootmakers (p. 172)
Cordoba: Cordwainers (p. 172)
Lekeitio: Fishermen (p. 173)
SWITZERLAND-Basel: Schlüsselzunft or Merchants Guild; Guild of the Hausgenossen including Goldsmiths; Gardeners; Safranzunft of 30 crafts including the spice merchants; Weavers Guild; Guild of the Golden Star or Barber-Surgeons Guild (pp. 177-179)
Berne: Bakers; Smiths; Butchers; Tanners; Jesters; Glass makers and glass sellers; Weavers; Shoemakers; Clothworkers; Merchants; Stonemasons; Shippers or lightermen; Carpenters; Glovers; Glaziers; Artists; Vintners; Gunmakers (p. 179)
Geneva: Clockmakers (p. 179)
Lucerne: Saffron Guild (p. 180)
Vevey: Vine growers (p. 180)
Zurich: Saffran Guild for wholesale merchants; Wine makers; Blacksmiths, pewterers and plumbers; bakers and pastry cooks; tanners, leathermakers and shoemakers; Butchers; Carpenters and builders; Tailors Guild including dressmakers and furriers; Fishermen, shippers and truckers; Cooks and grocers; Wool weavers and linen weavers (pp. 180-182)
TURKEY-Ephesus: Silversmiths (p. 183)
USA-Philadelphia: Carpenters (p. 186)